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As the year comes to an end, we — as people of color and
immigrants — watched in horror as the people in power deemed
certain entities more worthy of care and attention making
evident the chasm between privilege and expandability. America,
especially at this time of the pandemic, needs to ask itself this
question, “who are we?”
Khadi Abibatou, originally from Senegal, was looking forward to a
great year. 2020 had great promises, she finally found an indoor
space to sell her African jewelry, after many years selling on the
streets of New York City. That was however short-lived as a novel
coronavirus that was reported in China reached the US.
The World Health Organization declared it a global pandemic and the governor of New York ordered a
lockdown. As a single parent and an undocumented immigrant, she fully depended on her business to
pay rent and feed her family of three. That promising year turned into hunger, homelessness, loneliness
and loss of life. She did not qualify for any government safety nets and lifesaving resources like PPP
loans, stimulus checks and unemployment benefits.
Unfortunately, Khadi is not alone. She represents a vast majority of immigrants whose lives have been
devastated and now have nowhere to turn to. This great country they live in has turned a blind eye to
them. Nonetheless, this isuse of Safari Yangu is here to give you hope, tips, and stories surrounding the
COVID-19 pandemic. We don’t have all the answers or resources, but to know that you are not alone in
this battle and we are doing our best to help you in any way possible.
The majority of the volunteers of Safari Yangu are immigrants. Despite the economic and social
challenges, they face in their daily lives, they still find energy in their reservoir to offer free services to
this organization. Special mention goes to Aisha Powell, Omwa Ombara and many others, who have
worked tirelessly to put together a great magazine. They are heroes in their own rights.
A new America must emerge from this pandemic. A country ready to accept and provide space for all of
us. We are in this boat together, in our faith of each other, rowing forward together, facing the storm in
kinship. We may feel lost, but amid this disorientation we can be patient, knowing that there is
something new being born. People are now finding purpose in sharing vulnerability and discovering a
side of themselves they had not known before.
Thank you for your support. I hope you will enjoy our stories. This is our last issue for this year but you
can always contact us anytime with your ideas on how we can improve our magazine.
Yours In Solidarity, Nick Ogutu
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MY EXPENSIVE
JOURNEY WITH
THE SCRATCHOFF CARD
LOTTERY

especially to an immigrant who tries to chase
the American dream through the lottery.

When you ask Lavenda X, 52, an immigrant
from Kenya about scratch-off cards she lowers
her head, covers her face with her hands and
takes a deep breath before she slowly looks
up.“It is a topic that breaks my heart,” she says
quietly. “I regret the day I set my eyes on them.”
She told Safari Yangu in an interview from
Maryland, US. She keeps worthless scratched
cards worth US$30,000 as a reminder that
addiction can happen to anyone,

“I regret the day I
set my eyes on
them."

AS NARRATED TO OMWA OMBARA
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Lavenda X says despite the culture shock she
encountered like food, language, accent,
extreme weather conditions, free expression,
individual rights, gender, sexual orientation,
credit history and racism, obsession with
driving, keeping time, etc. — like other African
immigrants when she arrived in America, the
most shocking of them all was the lottery.

MY EXPENSIVE JOURNEY WITH THE
SCRATCH-OFF CARD LOTTERY
She had heard that there were many ways of
achieving the American Dream but never once
imagined scratch-offs would lead her to the
path of misery. She used to stare in shock as
Americans bought the cards and scratched
them along the streets. What madness could
this be, she often wondered. She despised
them for it and dismissed them as idlers.
Lavenda X and her twin boys, age 8, will be
spending this Christmas at a shelter and will
not be able to send money or gifts to her family
as she did in the past. She will not allow
permission for her photo to be used in the
story because “I’m a highly respected person in
my circles. I was a senior manager at my place
of work and chaired some high-profile women
groups in the diaspora. This would be very
embarrassing and a terrible example to the
young immigrants who look up to us,” she says.
“Besides, I have not yet told my family what is
going on.” You can feel the tears in her voice.
With the Covid-19 pandemic wreaking havoc in
the US, surpassing 300,000 deaths and
infecting almost 17 million individuals,
Lavender X feels scared and terribly lonely. She
and her sons have been victims of lockdown
since March this year with nobody to visit or
talk to. Maryland has recorded over 240,000
confirmed cases and 5,000 plus deaths. “Things
have changed. The groups we used to attend
are all closed and the hotels where we could
get food are shut. Even within the shelter, we
must keep our distance and wear masks. I feel
terrible for my boys who cannot attend classes.
We are so lonely. So lonely. I blame myself for
this.” She ignores calls unless it is her case
manager.
Lavender X says It all began with a Christmas
lunch staff party at her workplace last year.“My
boss gave me an envelope and my heart
pumped with pleasure and anxiety to see what
it was. I opened the envelope to find US$2
scratch cards. Each cost U$2.
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I am not a believer in the lottery or “potea pata”
(lost and fund) as we call it back in Africa. My
father is an accountant and he often warned
me against the practice. He told me if he ever
saw me near the kiosks that sold potea pata he
would kill me. My first instinct was to return the
envelope to my Boss but in America as in any
other culture, that would have been considered
very rude. It is called contempt. Also, is not the
boss always right? Despite the red alert in my
brain, I went ahead and scratched the ten
cards. One of the scratch-offs had US$500.

My adrenaline
swirled into
pleasant shock.

So, it was true, after all. My father had been
wrong all along.
In America, unlike home, you open gifts as soon
as you receive them. I have never known or
understood why. It is just the culture. Everyone
was watching. Immediately I announced the
good news, everyone started congratulating
and dancing around me. They told me how
lucky I was and how I should be playing the
game often. Apparently, the boss had given my
other colleagues the same gift cards. None of
them won that day, except me. A seed was
planted in my heart. One that would germinate
into roots of self-destruction and render me
broke and homeless.
I came to America five years ago after a
successful attempt at a green card. I was lucky
enough to get a good job with a lead tech
company as an IT technician. My savings were
going quite well. I bought a home and started
paying my mortgage. My two children were
happy and had adapted well to their new
environment.

MY EXPENSIVE JOURNEY WITH THE
SCRATCH-OFF CARD LOTTERY
The following day, I cashed the US$500 and
decided to use the money for Christmas gifts
for my family. On the way to Macy to pick some
clothes and gifts, something told me to stop by
the lottery store and buy some tickets. The
green lottery store with the yellow flashing
lights looked inviting. The line was long with
people buying the scratch-offs and others
playing strange numbers. Surely, so many
people could not be wrong!

I thought of the beautiful duvet and Christmas
sweaters I had been eyeing for a while, and
those beautiful white bedsheets and cooking
pans at Macy’s. By the time I got to my ninth
card, I had not won anything. I felt frustrated
but still had some hope. “This 10th card is the
big one, I told myself.”I did not win anything. I
still had US$200 in my purse. I rushed back to
the kiosk and bought a new stack of US$20
cards. I went back to Starbucks and started
scratching. The stack had no lucky cards either.
Disappointed and weary, I went home.
In the following months, I started researching
how to play the lottery. The Green Card itself
was a lottery and I had come to America
through the Green Card (US Permanent
Residence), so the lottery was a good thing. I
came across a Kenyan Government worker
who was visiting relatives in New York who had
won US$50,000 in the power ball. Before
winning big, he had won US$100 in the US
Mega Millions, just like I had won US$500 at the
Christmas party. Our stories were so similar
that I was going to win just like him, even more.
I became obsessed with the pursuit of money.

When my turn came, I asked for the US$2
scratch card for US$20. The cards were diverse,
and I was spoilt for choice. They had Millionaire,
Extreme Green, Money Mania, Magnificent
Millions, Power Short, and all fancy-sounding
names. I wanted the same yellow ones my boss
had given me called “Bonus”. Those were the
ones with the luck. The Korean looking vendor
was a smart salesman. He told me I would only
get up to US$500 dollars if I was lucky but “If
you pick the $30 dollar ones, you will get
millions of dollars, try this one. That one, not so
good.”
Seeing miracle riches ahead of Christmas, I
bought the US$30 cards for US$300 and
stopped by Starbucks to drink some coffee and
scratch. I picked a dark corner and scratched
the cards as my coffee went cold.
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In my intense research, I came across Derrick
Okubasi who won Ksh100M Lottery in Dubai on
June 27, 2019, and Paul Wachira who also won
a Dubai Lottery worth Ksh100 Million. I was
going to do even better. I read about successful
Sportpesa Jackpot winners in Kenya and my
appetite for the lottery was whetted beyond
compassion.
I started playing more vigorously after that. It
was my new year’s resolution, to make money
through the lottery. I prayed and scratched. It
developed into an uncontrollable itch. I
withdrew little money here and there from my
savings. Instead of going home after work to
spend time with my family, I scouted the
streets trying out different cards. I would even
drive to New York, Washington DC, New Jersey,
and other states to buy scratch cards.

MY EXPENSIVE JOURNEY WITH THE
SCRATCH-OFF CARD LOTTERY
My savings diminished but I just could not stop.
The urge to win came on me like a demon and
dragged me out of the office to go play. I
became a professional scratcher. I grew my
nails long so that if I did not have coins for
scratching, I could quickly supplement with my
nails. I bought enough cards to scratch through
my long flights. I lost touch with family and
friends. I made friends with Indian vendors and
they lent me cards to repay at the end of the
month. I only had time for me and my cards.
Some days I would scratch the cards all night till
my fingers hurt! I lacked sleep. Dressed sloppily
and got to work late. My boss noticed that I was
not focused on work.
The day I applied for US$10,000 loan from my
403 B savings to play scratch, I knew I was
already hooked. Scratching had become my
new addiction and I was heading downhill to
the path of destruction. I could not save myself.
The feeling of scratch cards in my hands gave
me a high that I could not explain. I felt happy
and excited when I scratched. Soon I found
myself in debt. I could no longer sustain my
mortgage. I lost my job, my house and my car. I
became homeless and moved into a shelter.
The empty scratch cards could not repay my
loans.

I realized I had
played way over
$30,000 in a span
of less than a
year.

I feel sad that I did this to my children. I promise
myself that if I get a job again, I shall never play
scratch cards again. They say, ‘never say never’
but I will try to not ever. At the shelter, they gave
me a financial adviser who took me through
therapy sessions on my relationship with my
money.
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Safari Yangu talked to Investment Advisor and
Banker, Mercy Osir an immigrant based in
California on whether it is a good idea to play the
lottery and what she has to say to Lavender.

“First and foremost, it is not advisable. It is good
to look at the bigger picture. Take a stark
reflection of yourself as an individual. Take a
deeper understanding of who you are and
what your family means to you. Is it worth
losing and spending money on unpredictable
outcomes or on real things like family, who will
always be there for you? Greed has no control.
Insatiable hunger cannot be fulfilled.“Your new
relationship with money should be based on
education, the future of your kids, or a life
policy that will give higher and sure returns.
Lavender X should build a rapport with a
financial advisor both for herself and her
children while they are still young. For her to
have a happy ending, she must refocus on
things that are predictable. To live in an illusion
is a form of addiction.”
Osir gives an example of a wedding committee
of a colleague she was invited to. No one came
to the meeting except herself, the bride and
groom and a fourth party. The bride and
groom had no money and were depending on
the committee for their wedding lottery. You
cannot depend on the lottery. You must have
the money in your hands first before asking
others to donate. That is what I call living in an
illusion,” says Osir. “You must know your routes
and be able to live within your means,” she
advises.
Lottery
A means of raising money by selling numbered tickets and giving
prizes to the holders of numbers drawn at random. It has been a part
of life since at least 1776 when the Continental Congress voted to use
a lottery to raise money for the War of Independence. Although the
idea did not end up being used, lotteries were a popular way to raise
funds in early America for expenses like paving roads, building
wharves, and even constructing churches. Another 10 percent or so of
the lottery money goes toward paying administrative costs and
overhead for running the game. Advertising, staff salaries, legal fees,
the printing of the tickets, and other necessities are included in this
category. The rest of the lottery money goes to the states who
participate. Some of it is said to go towards assisting elderly citizens.
(Credit Media sources)

RESOURCES

MENTAL HEALTH
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA) — the national
hotline for mental and substance abuse
disorders 1-800-662-HELP (4357)
Loveland Therapy — Black-owned therapy fund
and support for women and girls
Ayana Therapy — connecting minorities to
minority therapist to meet their need
Real — Digital therapy (one month free)
National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) —
1-800-950-NAMI (6264)
Inclusive Therapist — See this directory of
therapists that are focused on meeting the
needs of aa diverse community (discounts for
telehealth)

FOOD

Feeding America — National directory of more
than 200 food banks across the nation
Need Help Paying My Bills — List of food banks
across the nation organized by state
Salvation Army — enter your zip code to find
the nearest Salvation Army to meet your needs
The Hunger Projects — Internationa-based
NGO providing foods to countries around the
world including Benin, Ghana, Uganda and
Zambia
Also, search and visit your local:
Churches
Food Banks
Food Kitchens
Public Schools

COMMUNITY

Informed Immigrant — List of online resources
for immigrants including financial help, local
community services and more, organized by
state.
UnitedWeDream — Immigrant led NGO with
information about DACA renewal, building virtual
community and resources for immigrants
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The Immigrant Learning Center — Curated list
of articles, organizations, government websites
and non-profits informing and providing
immigrants resources for support through the
pandemic

COVID-19 —
YOU MAY
SOON RECEIVE A
CALL FROM A
CONTACT TRACER
BY OMWA OMBARA

As the US hits 17 million
confirmed cases of COVID-19
and over 300,000 deaths contact
tracers are making calls around
the clock to contain the
situation. If someone you have
recently been in close contact
with gets COVID, you will be
getting a call from Contract
Tracer to help you quickly
navigate the situation and to
keep you and your loved ones
safe from COVID-19.
Lifting social distancing measures requires
America to have a "very aggressive" contact
tracing system, according to Robert Redfield,
the director of the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).
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Contact tracing is the process of identifying
people who were potentially exposed to
someone who tested positive for the virus.
Those people are then isolated and monitored,
hopefully interrupting the transmission, and
preventing additional infections.
This is the standard response to an outbreak,
Dr. Julio Frenk, Mexico's former secretary of
health, told Newsweek. Unfortunately, by the
time America started implementing
containment techniques, the disease was
already widespread.
What Is a Contact?
Contacts include but are not limited to people
who had the following types of interactions
with the case (infected individual) during the
case’s infectious period; that is, anyone who: •
Lives with the case. • Was face-to-face and
within 6 feet (1.8 meters) of the contact for 15+
minutes. • Had direct physical contact with a
case, such as kissing. • Had direct physical
contact with a case’s secretions, such as
touching the case’s used tissues.
As you are probably aware, your Local Health
Departments are working hard on the COVID19 pandemic response. One of the ways is by
identifying people who test positive for the
virus and then identifying their close contacts.

COVID-19 —YOU MAY SOON
RECEIVE A CALL FROM A CONTACT TRACER

Health Department calls because you were in
close contact with a person who tested positive
for COVID-19 and checks in with you to
understand how you are feeling now and over
the next several days. They will ask you a few
questions and find out how you would like us
to check in over the next 12 to 14 days.
Contact Tracers will ask you if you are
experiencing any symptoms such as:
Fever
Cough (may persist for weeks after initial
illness)
Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
Chills
Repeated shaking with chills
Muscle pain
Headache
Sore throat
New loss of taste or smell
Symptoms Requiring Immediate Emergency
Care: Bluish lips or face. • Faster breathing. •
Trouble breathing. • Persistent pain or pressure
in the chest. • New confusion or difficulty
waking up.
Quarantine
Because you came in close contact with someone
who tests positive for the virus that causes
COVID-19, you will have to stay in quarantine for
14 days since your last close contact with the
person who tested positive. Quarantine means
that you should try to not have contact with
other people, except if you need to see a doctor.
If you live with other people, you might try to find
another place to stay. Or you might use your own
bedroom and bathroom. If you cannot avoid
being around other people, you should always
wear a mask. The mask should completely cover
your nose and mouth. You will need to do this for
14 days. The quarantine restricts the movement
and contact of healthy people who have been
exposed. Quarantine duration is for 14 days
since the last contact with the person who is
infected.
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This official quarantine order on behalf of the
Health Department means you need to remain
in your home away from others, and you
should not leave under any circumstance
except to seek medical care. There may be
exceptions to this order if you are designated
as a health care worker or a critical
infrastructure worker.
You may go in your yard only if you can
maintain social distancing (e.g., at least 6 feet
from your neighbors). If you live in an
apartment, you may not leave because you
cannot be in the common areas of the building
where others might be such as the
elevator.You may go in your yard only if you
can maintain social distancing (e.g., at least 6
feet from your neighbors). If you live in an
apartment, you may not leave because you
cannot be in the common areas of the building
where others might be such as the elevator.

One of the ways is by
identifying people who test
positive for the virus and
then identifying their close
contacts.

Isolation is used to separate people infected
with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID19, from people who are not infected. People
who are in isolation should stay home until it is
safe for them to be around others. In the
home, anyone sick or infected should separate
themselves from others by staying in a specific
“sick room” or area and using a separate
bathroom (if available).
“Still, contract tracing depends on trust, and
many Americans don’t trust the government
enough to give up their contacts or follow
quarantine orders. Of the 121 agencies,
Reuters surveyed, more than three dozen said
they had been hindered by peoples’ failure to
answer their phone or provide their contacts.

COVID-19 —YOU MAY SOON
RECEIVE A CALL FROM A CONTACT TRACER
About half of the people who contact tracers
Some state and local officials have cleared a
call don’t answer the phone, because they don’t
path for contact tracers. Few people pick up
want to talk with government representatives,”
calls from numbers they do not recognize, so in
Anthony Fauci, the director of the National
Massachusetts, the contact-tracing operation
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, said
asked phone companies to display their phone
during a June news conference.
number as “Massachusetts COVID team,” even
for people who do not have caller ID. That small
change persuaded many more people to
answer their phones, according to K. J. Seung, a
global-health expert who leads the state’s
tracing effort. But not all places have done this;
elsewhere, some people still think contact
tracers are robocalls.

These trust issues have become especially
pronounced in the Black and Hispanic
communities, two populations that have been
disproportionately affected by COVID-19. Black
and Hispanic people are more than twice as
likely as white people to get COVID-19 and are
more than four times as likely to be
hospitalized with it. Several experts told me
that the wariness of the government in these
communities has been exacerbated by the
Trump administration’s public charge rule,
under which immigrants might jeopardize their
green card if they accept public benefits. “If the
word gets out in a community, ‘Don’t talk to the
government, because we are worried the
government will do bad things to us,’ then you
don’t have trust,” John Auerbach, the president
of Trust for America’s Health, a nonprofit that
promotes public health, told Olga Khazan.
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According to Global Health Matters, African
nations have recorded lower rates of COVID-19
than many high-income countries, which is
attributable, some say, to the continent’s
robust public health response. Several leaders
of coronavirus response teams in Africa
presented best practices of contact tracing in a
recent webinar co-moderated by Dr. Jean
Nachega of the African Forum for Research and
Education for Health's (AFREhealth) and
Fogarty’s Deputy Director Dr. Peter Kilmarx,
and organized by Fogarty’s Dr. Cecile Viboud.
Presenters from Nigeria, South Africa, Uganda,
and Rwanda said their countries responded to
the pandemic with largely similar measures
and transitioned from centralized contact
tracing efforts to decentralized models over
time.
Contact Tracing is not a new concept in Africa.
When we were young, we had health
inspectors visiting villages after outbreaks of
Cholera, Malaria, Polio, Tuberculosis, Sleeping
Sickness, Syphilis, The Plague and Ebola. The
mistrust of Government has been reflected by
people running and disappearing in the bushes
until the health officials leave. The distrust
stems from an oppressive colonial context of
colonial regimes that used some effective

COVID-19 —YOU MAY SOON
RECEIVE A CALL FROM A CONTACT TRACER
instruments of control in the displacement of
“The successes of Africa really need to be told,”
populations, collective diagnosis, forced
said Varma, adding that “strong commitment,
treatment and vaccinations, fertility and birth
strong social cohesion and an ability to
control policies and invasions of the privacy of
recognize how to adapt solutions at a broad
the body of colonized people (Hunt 1990;
scale - these are critical lessons that Africa
Summers 1991; Thomas 2003 (Some Lessons
needs to be able to teach the rest of the
from the History of Epidemics in Africa).
world.”“It's humbling and impressive to see the
kind of response that has been stood-up across
Some African Immigrants in the US continue
countries in Africa,” concluded Dr. Mike Reid,
holding the same suspicions when it comes to
University of California, San Francisco. “We
contact tracers. In the wake of American racism
have huge amounts to learn from what you're
and incidences when the media has reported
doing.
that the dreaded ICE has deported both legal

and undocumented citizens, few will give
information about their contacts, let alone pick
or return calls from the department of health.

Rwanda’s contact tracing
story has been touted as
one of the most successful.

In Rwanda, pandemic-related public health
measures included handwashing stations, facemasking and physical distancing. A national
preparedness and response command post
managed epidemiology surveillance, case
management, laboratory operations, data
science, logistics, communications, and
administration, said Dr. Sabin Nsanzimana,
director of Rwanda’s Biomedical Centre. An
advisory group of Rwandan scientists also
provided data and evidence-based
recommendations. Nearly 20,000 contacts have
been traced and checked, he said, noting some
contacts were not accessible but “they're not
many.” To decentralize contact tracing efforts,
Rwanda adapted “a complexity of IT solutions,”
he added. This includes a geospatial mapping
system, an IT notification system previously
used in the HIV program, an electronic tool for
conducting home-based monitoring and a GPS
app for truck drivers. Stigma was a problem
initially, yet as people came to better
understand the disease, “this is no longer an
issue,” said Nsanzimana.
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Omwa Ombara is a freelance Journalist
based in the US and Contributing Writer
with Safari Yangu.
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